This study examines the worldwide power tools market. Demand by product and market is presented in US dollars. Demand by product (electric tools, pneumatic tools, other energy sources) is presented for selected countries. Other energy sources include hydraulic, powder-actuated, and engine-driven tools. Figures for electric tools are also presented by power source (plug-in, cordless) and by type, including: drills; saws; sanders, polishers, and grinders; and other electric tools, such as hammers, impact wrenches, planers and routers, and screwdrivers, as well as parts and attachments. Revenue by market is presented for construction, motor vehicle aftermarket, industrial and other professional, and consumer markets. In addition, the study analyzes leading industry competitors such as Bosch, Hilti, Makita, Stanley Black & Decker, and Techtronic Industries.
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